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TECHNICAL [DE/EN>RO] As a technical translator I 
have worked on product documentation for 
areas like IT hardware, transportation and 
logistics, welding equipment, industrial 
equipment or DIY stores with excellent 
references available.

GAMING [DE/EN>RO] I localize RPG and MMORPG 
games on a daily basis for German and Dutch 
online games publishers (over time I have 
covered genres such as sports, space action, 
farm simulators, city management, sea action 
etc; with tens of millions of players)

 I have translated around 700k games-related 
words to date (and counting) covering game 
stories, in-game content, web and app strings, 
patchnotes, announcements, terms and 
conditions, vlog subtitles as well as various other 
marketing materials. (About half of the volume 
was translated from DE and half from EN).

IT&C [DE/EN>RO] As a localization professional I 
have worked with high-profile clients from Europe 
and the US to deliver software and hardware 
products to millions of end-consumers. 
(hundreds of thousands of words)

MARKETING/BUSINESS: I have translated 300k+ 
words of marketing texts for various customers 

§ I've gained experience as a hands-on copywriter in 
both printed and electronic media (newsletters 
and fundraisers, blog articles, brochures)

§ I have conducted email fund raising campaigns 
for an NGO

§ I have used (to different degrees) several online e-
mail marketing tools (Aweber, Mailchimp, 
Campaign Commander, and various Wordpress 
plugins) - I've built up enough intuition to help me 
get familiar quickly with new software

§ I have a decent understanding of online and 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

2006-present

§ Translator English/German/French > Romanian (since 2006)
§ Bachelor’s & Master’s Degree in Translation Studies
§ I do translations, subtitling, localization from fields like: computer 

games, IT&C, technical, marketing, advertizing.

Cristian SĂLĂJAN
Freelance Translator:  EN/DE > Romanian
Phone: (004) 0755 999 530
E-mail: cristi.salajan@gmail.com

PROFILE OVERVIEW

offline marketing concepts and trends
§ Familiar with SEO - keyword search, keyword 

density etc
§ I have developed a sense for creating 

effective "call to action" materials.

FINANCIAL
§ I have localized online payment procedures, 

systems and marketing texts for services like 
Paysafecard or Skrill

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

§ HP (product software), 

§ Microsoft (online software products and marketing 
texts), 

§ Pinterest (official RO translator for web and mobile 
apps - Android & iOS, and marketing texts), 

§ BigPoint GmbH (various prominent games with 
hundreds of millions of accounts), 

§ Deutsche Telekom

§ Vitronic Gmbh (industrial equipment and software), 

§ Abicor-Binzel Gmbh (welding equipments)

§ Kühne + Nagel-Gruppe (transportation and logistics)

§ Hornbach (brico store)

§ Roche Diagnostics Corporation (medical software and 
devices), 

§ Deluxe Digital (subtitling for TV programs and movies),

SOME OF MY CUSTOMERS

§ European Master's Degree in Translation Studies 
and Terminology (top program, top of the class)

§ Bachelor's Degree in Translation Studies

CREDENTIALS

blogging about translation at TransylvaniaDigest.com:

PREMIUM ROMANIAN TRANSLATIONS 
Your readers deserve the best possible reading experience.
No awkward phrases. No unnatural language. No disruption.   
Just language that sounds great and makes perfect sense. 
That’s premium.


